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From Good to Great: How Mofluid Helped a Smart Gear Manufacturer Scale Their Business with a Magento Mobile App 
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E-commerce 







Technology




Magento, Android and iOS app development 










Services




Mobile app development, Magento development, UX/UI design, Mobile App testing 
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Client Objective




Our client, a leading manufacturer and seller of smart gear for vehicle-based adventures, wanted to expand their online presence and increase their sales by developing a Magento mobile app. 




They wanted to provide their customers with a seamless and user-friendly shopping experience while also increasing customer engagement and loyalty. 












Client Introduction




Our client is a well-known manufacturer and seller of high-quality smart gear for vehicle-based adventures. 




They offer a wide range of products, including roof racks, water tanks, tents, awnings, drawer systems, and camping accessories, loved by casual campers, outdoor enthusiasts, NGOs, extreme athletes, and the United Nations.




 They have a strong market presence in eight countries, including the US, UK, Germany, France, Australia, South Africa, and Eastern Europe. 












Challenge




Our client faced several challenges, including increasing competition, declining sales, and the need to improve the overall customer experience. 




They wanted to provide their customers with a seamless and user-friendly shopping experience, which was not possible through their existing website alone. They needed a Magento mobile app to enhance their online presence and increase their sales. 










Facing a Challenge?




Consult With An Expert
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What We Did?




We, at Mofluid, developed a Magento mobile app for our client that offered a seamless and user-friendly shopping experience to their customers. We followed an agile development approach and used Firebase for real-time data synchronization. 




We also integrated various features, such as push notifications, social sharing, and a wishlist, to increase customer engagement and loyalty. 




Our team of UX/UI designers worked closely with the client to ensure that the app’s design was consistent with their brand identity and provided a delightful experience to their customers. 




We also performed rigorous testing to ensure that the app was stable, secure, and provided a seamless experience across multiple devices. 
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Outcome




The Magento mobile app we developed for our client helped them achieve their objective of expanding their online presence and increasing their sales.




 The app offered a seamless and user-friendly shopping experience, which resulted in increased customer engagement and loyalty. 




The push notifications and social sharing features helped in boosting customer retention, while the wishlist feature helped in increasing sales. 




The app’s performance and stability also improved, resulting in a 30% increase in overall sales and a 40% increase in mobile sales. 




The client was satisfied with the outcome and continues to work with us to enhance their digital presence further. 
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We turn your goals into reality.
Got a business? Let us make it better
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Stylish Shopping on the Go: Mofluid’s Magento Mobile App for a Top Fashion Retailer 
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Client objective




The client, a leading e-commerce fashion retailer in the United States, wanted to enhance their customer experience by providing a mobile app that would allow customers to browse and purchase their products conveniently on their smartphones. 












Client introduction




The client is a well-established fashion retailer specializing in women’s apparel. 












Challenge




The client recognized the importance of having a mobile app to provide their customers with a seamless shopping experience. 




However, they faced a challenge in finding a reliable partner who could help them develop a mobile app that would integrate seamlessly with their existing e-commerce platform, which was built on Magento. 




They have a diverse range of products and a strong online presence, having been a major player in the fashion industry for several years. 


















Facing a Challenge?




Consult With an expert
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What We Did?




Mofluid, a digital agency specializing in mobile app development, was engaged to help the client create a Magento mobile app. 




We conducted a thorough analysis of the client’s existing e-commerce platform and identified the key features that needed to be included in the mobile app. 




We then developed a custom solution that integrated seamlessly with the client’s Magento platform. 




The Magento mobile app developed by Mofluid provided a wide range of features, including a personalized shopping experience, easy navigation, and secure payment options.




 We also incorporated features such as push notifications, social media integration, and real-time updates on order status to enhance the customer experience. 
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Outcome




The Magento mobile app developed by Mofluid was well-received by the client’s customers and helped the client increase their sales and customer engagement. 




The app provided customers with a convenient and user-friendly platform to shop for their favorite products, leading to a significant increase in the client’s mobile app revenue.




 Additionally, the app provided the client with valuable insights into customer behavior, which allowed them to optimize their marketing strategy and improve their overall business performance. 
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Enhancing Customer Experience and Market Reach: The Success of a Magento Mobile App for a Healthcare Supplements Manufacturer
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Client Objective




The client, a family-owned business with over 20 years of experience in manufacturing healthcare supplements, aimed to enhance their customers’ experience by providing them with a user-friendly mobile app. They wanted to leverage technology to improve customer engagement, streamline ordering processes, and expand their market reach.












Client Introduction




The client was a reputable family-owned business specializing in the manufacturing of high-quality, natural healthcare supplements. With a commitment to providing the best possible experience, they had gained a loyal customer base over the years. However, they recognized the growing importance of digital solutions and sought the expertise of Mofluid a digital agency, to develop a Magento mobile app tailored to their specific needs.












Challenge




The client faced several challenges in their business operations and customer interactions. These challenges included:










Facing a Challenge?




Consult with an expert
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Limited digital presence




The client lacked a mobile app, hindering their ability to reach customers effectively in the increasingly digital marketplace.




Manual order processing: Orders were primarily processed manually, leading to delays, errors, and inefficiencies.




Lack of customer engagement: Without a dedicated mobile app, the client struggled to engage with their customers and provide personalized experiences.












What We Did?




To address the client’s challenges and meet their objectives, Mofluid took the following steps:















Requirement analysis




We conducted in-depth discussions with the client to understand their specific requirements, business processes, and desired features for the mobile app.




Mobile app development: Leveraging our expertise in Magento and mobile app development frameworks, we designed and developed a feature-rich, user-friendly mobile app for iOS and Android platforms.




UI/UX design: Our team crafted an intuitive and visually appealing user interface (UI) for the app, ensuring a seamless user experience (UX) throughout the customer journey.
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Integration with Magento




We integrated the mobile app with the client’s existing Magento-based e-commerce platform, allowing for synchronized product catalogs, inventory management, and order processing.




Personalization and customer engagement: We incorporated features such as personalized recommendations, loyalty programs, push notifications, and real-time chat support to enhance customer engagement and satisfaction.












Outcome




The collaboration between Mofluid and the client resulted in significant outcomes:









Improved customer experience




The mobile app provided a convenient platform for customers to browse products, place orders, and track deliveries, enhancing overall customer satisfaction.




Streamlined order processing: With the integration of the app and Magento, the client’s order processing became automated and more efficient, reducing errors and delays.




Increased market reach: The mobile app enabled the client to expand their market reach beyond their physical store, tapping into the growing number of mobile users and potential customers.




Enhanced customer engagement: Features like personalized recommendations and push notifications facilitated targeted marketing campaigns and improved customer engagement, leading to increased sales and loyalty.




Overall, the development of the Magento mobile app by Mofluid helped the family-owned business adapt to the digital landscape, strengthen their brand, and provide an exceptional customer experience in the healthcare supplements industry.
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